How to find the relevant Jewish community or registry district: political and judicial districts in the old indexes, German and Czech place-names, exploitation of index of localities on www.badatelna.eu

In the search for the relevant Jewish registry district, the researcher should use all the information contained in surviving family documents concerning the location of the vital event or the place of residence of the persons who are being sought. In using the digitized registers (published on www.badatelna.eu/fond/1073), the researcher the index of localities in which are listed all the localities mentioned as places of birth, marriage or death in the Jewish registers, giving a reference to the relevant registry office. In order to find out the modern, official equivalents for older Czech and German place-names, there are many historical dictionaries and statistical lexicons containing such information.

SELECT “Rejstríky”
1. Enter the place of birth, marriage or death

2. The place of the Jewish communities

3. Click on the searching place